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ENVIROFLUID

Environmentally friendly cleaning, sanitising and degreasing 
products that are designed to the highest standards of 
biodegradability and non-toxic content

Australia

AICAT - AUSTRIAN INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION & AVIATION 
TECHNOLOGY

Austrian Industrial Cooperation & Aviation Technology–is the 
One-Stop-Shop within the Austrian Federal Economic 
Chamber (WKO) representing the interests of the Austrian 
Industry in the Aeronautic Sector to show up potential 
synergy and cooperation...

Austria

ATOS IT SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES GMBH

EGSE Test Equipment

Austria

BIONIC SURFACE TECHNOLOGIES GMBH

Simulation of exact riblet geometry for several applications. 
Your partner for challenging computational fluid dynamic

Austria

EMCO GMBH

Europe's leading machine tool manufacturers.  EMCO stands 
for top-of-the-line, customised, automated complete 
solutions for both turning and milling 

Austria

FACC AG

Development and production of components and systems 
made of composite materials

Austria

ISOVOLTA AG

Composites for Aviation Prepregs and technical Laminates 
produced out of Glas or Carbon Reinforcements with 
Phenolic, Epoxy or Cyanat Ester Matrix mainly used in 
Aviation Interior

Austria

LANGZAUNER GESELLSCHAFT MBH

Machine procducer in Metal working, Wood working, 
Composite Presses

Austria

MCE GMBH

Turn Key Supplier for  Jigs, Tools and Fixtures  for Assembly 
of Aircraft  and Rotorcraft , esp. moving lines, Transport jigs 
and Satellite transport Containers

Austria

PANKL AEROSPACE SYSTEMS EUROPE GMBH

Pankl with it's operations in the US and Europe, serves the 
global aerospace industry as a tier one supplier for complex 
drive-train components, engine shafts, in-flight refuelling 
tubes and landing-gear parts for fixed and rotary-wing 
aircraft

Austria

PLANSEE SE

Plansee is an expert in components made from 
molybdenum, tungsten, tantalum, and niobium

Austria

RO-RA AVIATION SYSTEMS GMBH

Manufacturing and Development Partner of OEM's and Trier 
1's for Connecting Systems

Austria
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TTTECH COMPUTERTECHNIK AG

Network technologies critical field. Distributed and 
embedded computing, and networking. System and fault-
tolerant platforms for aircraft communication. Shelf software

Austria

VIEWPOINTSYSTEM GMBH

Viewpointsystem is the market leader for eye tracking 
systems in commercial applications - from remote 
maintenance and live consulting by experts from other 
locations to efficient training and video documentation.

Austria

WFL MILLTURN TECHNOLOGIES GMBH & CO KG

WFL is the only manufacturer worldwide that focuses 
exclusively on the production of multifunctional turning-
boring-milling centers

Austria

PRECIMETAL PRÉCISION CASTINGS - CASTINGPAR

Investment casting - lost wax process - Steel and stainless 
steel parts from 1g. to 50 kg / Finished parts, ready for use 
Heat & surface treatments, machining.

Belgium

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES SECURITY E DEFENSE

Brazil

AEROSPACE BRAZIL - PQTEC

The Cluster is a pioneer in Brazil, and acknowledgedly the 
most important of its kind in Latin America. It gathers over 
100 companies totaling over 15,000 jobs. Embraer, the third 
largest aircraft manufacturer in the world, is its anchor-
company

Brazil

EMBRAER - EMPRESA BRASILEIRA DE AERONAUTICA SA

Aircraft design and construction

Brazil

ERMA TECH

Design, Assembly, Manufacture, Installation and 
Maintenance of wiring for the Aeronautic, Defense, Space, 
Rail, Industrial and Naval sectors

Brazil

LACE SERVIÇOS

Electronic engineering company, specialized in the 
development and manufacture of complex equipment and 
systems, such as Electronic Warfare Systems (EW), SDR 
(software-defined radio), RF circuits, antennas, EMI-EMC 
filters, shielded boxes, and others

Brazil

MAC JEE

Mac Jee develops advanced products and solutions in the 
aeronautical field, such as aerial ammunition and guidance 
systems 100% ITAR free

Brazil
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WINNSTAL

complete and integrated solutions, from the manufacture of 
primary parts up to the final assembly of large sets, always 
seeking continuous improvement and excellence in 
manufacturing and assembly

Brazil

A.T.L.A.S. AERONAUTIK INC.

Manufacturer of motor, mechanical and structural parts, 
specialized in aeronautic.

Canada

AERO MONTREAL

Quebec’s Aerospace Cluster

Canada

ALTITUDE AEROSPACE

Altitude Aerospace offers a wide range of engineering and 
manufacturing services covering design, build, project 
management, structural analysis and certification of new 
products, aircraft modifications and repairs.

Canada

AVIOR INTEGRATED PRODUCTS INC.

Avior designs, engineers and manufactures light 
aerostructures. Our processes include composites, plastic 
thermo-forming, metal hydro-forming, welded (spot /fusion) 
structures, machining, finishing processes and integration of 
components

Canada

BURLOAK TECHNOLOGIES INC.

Leading North American additive manufacturing (AM) 
partner providing complete AM solutions for aviation, space, 
industrial manufacturing, automotive and energy sectors. 

Canada

COORDINATE INDUSTRIES LTD

Manufacture of cable assemblies, wire harnesses, 
mechanical and electromechanical assemblies; and Precision 
Machining Services (Metal and Plastic) for Aerospace, 
Military, Medical and Industrial Applications.

Canada

CYCLONE MANUFACTURING INC

3-5 axis CNC machining, sheet metal fabrication & Tube 
Bending. 220,000 sq ft of manufacturing space with 65 CNCs 
and 330 employees to serve the global aerospace industry.

Canada

DISHON LIMITED

CNC machining for the aerospace industry

Canada

FIBROTEK ADVANCED MATERIALS

Fibrotek offers a full service of precision machining, CNC 
mold making, prototype molds, engineering and design 
department.

Canada

FIVES LINÉ MACHINES-OUTILS

Fives, an industrial engineering Group, designs and supplies 
machines, process equipment and production lines for the 
world’s largest industrial groups

Canada
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FZ ENGINEERING

We specialize in design, additive manufacturing “3D 
Printing”, surface finishing post-processing, and leading-edge 
quality assurance 

Canada

GLOBAL PARTNER SOLUTIONS INC.

Recovery of critical situations at your suppliers: expediting, 
follow-up recovery plan, relationship management. Supplier 
Development: personalized audits, risk analysis, rate 
readiness, capacity assessments and qualifications

Canada

IMP AEROSTRUCTURES

Aerospace components and assemblies. sheet metal parts 
including Brake, Hydro and Drop hammer form. Multi-Axis 
complex machined parts. 

Canada

INSTRUMENTATION DYNATHERM

Calibration & temperature sensors fabrication

Canada

INVESTISSEMENT QUÉBEC

Ministry of development of economic, innovation & 
exportation

Canada

JITBASE TECHNOLOGIES

The “Just-In-Time” Database for Manufacturers

Canada

LET'S WARP

Creation and deployment of a modern Aerospace Quality 
Assurance software for the aerospace industry that allow 
uses of Wireless devices (IoT), virtual collaboration and 
proper integration with generally used ERP, MES and PLM.

Canada

LIMZ

Perfect for the aerospace industry, the LIMZ biodegradable 
& non-toxic degreaser and deoxidizer are a technological 
advance in the market.

Canada

MAGELLAN AEROSPACE

Magellan Aerospace Corporation serves the global aerospace 
market with aircraft engines, airframe structures and 
fabricated components. Services include specialized design 
and repairs.

Canada

MARMEN INC.

High precision machining and fabrication from small to 
oversize top-notch quality products

Canada

MECAER AMERICA INC

A leading international provider of solutions for aircraft 
actuation & flight control systems, landing systems, cabin 
comfort systems and aircraft services in the helicopter, 
business aviation and general aviation markets.

Canada
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METAFIX INC.

Traduire cette page Metafix provides innovative systems in 
the area of chemical handling and waste treatment. 

Canada

MITSUBISHI HEAVY INDUSTRIES CANADA AEROSPACE 
(MHICA)

Developing and manufacturing key components, such as 
wings and fuselages, for civil aircraft

Canada

MOOVINV INC.

Reseller of aeronautical material via a web platform.

Canada

NÉTUR INC

Nétur Inc. is a Tier-2 manufacturer of jet engines 
components and assemblies. Nétur Inc. is a vertically 
integrated manufacturer with in-house capabilities for 
machining, processing and assembling, resulting in a 
seamless integration of functions

Canada

NITREX METAL INC.

Equipment manufacturer, a service provider and most 
importantly a developer of gas nitriding & gas 
nitrocarburizing technologies and solutions

Canada

ONTARIO AEROSPACE COUNCIL (OAC)

Not-for-profit organization, is comprised of over 200 
member companies, representing over 70% of the Ontario 
aerospace industry employment base and spans all tiers, 
business activities and sizes  

Canada

OPAL-RT TECHNOLOGIES

OPAL-RT is the world leader in the development of PC/FPGA-
based real-time simulators

Canada

PCM INNOVATION

PCM Innovation offers solutions for innovation and 
industrialization in the aerospace market as an integrator in 
engineering, design and fabrication

Canada

PROACTION INTERNATIONAL

Leadership development: training workshops and 
conferences, executive coaching, field coaching of frontline 
managers and behavioral audits

Canada

RAMPF COMPOSITE SOLUTIONS

A leading expert in the manufacture of carbon fiber and 
fiberglass composites parts for the aerospace and medical 
industries.

Canada

SAFRAN LANDING SYSTEMS

World leader in landing & breaking systems

Canada

SHIMCO

World-leader in the manufacture of standard and custom 
aerospace-grade shims, shim stock and machined parts, for 
the OEM, Tier 1, defense and MRO aerospace market.

Canada
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SHIMIFREZ

Global leader in fabricating precision photo chemically 
etched and electroformed of micro metal components

Canada

STELIA AEROSPACE NORTH AMERICA INC

Major Design and Build Fuselage Aerostructure 
Manufacturer, Metallic and Composite Structures, Tube & 
Pipes, Panel Mechanical Milling Technology (replacing Chem 
Milling), Frozen Sealing Disribution Services, Design Office 
Services, Tool Design

Canada

TECNICKROME INC

To serve the aerospace manufacturers and their supply chain 
by offering high technology surface treatments and 
processes.

Canada

TERVENE

Tervene provides its clients with the technology and the skills 
to control and improve their operational effectiveness in 
today’s rapidly evolving economy.

Canada

TRONOSJET MAINTENANCE INC.

Transport Category Aircraft Maintenance and Modification 
MRO Advanced Manufacturing and Machining, including 
metallic Additive Printing

Canada

AVIC NANJING ENGINEERING INSTITUTE OF AIRCRAFT 
SYSTEM

engaged in research and development, and production of 
electro-hydraulic servo valves and electro-hydraulic servo 
control systems.

China

AVIC NANJING ENGINEERING INSTITUTE OF AIRCRAFT 
SYSTEM

Fuel System, Hydraulic and Actuation System, Environmental 
Control System for commercial aircraft.

China

AVIC SAC COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT COMPANY LIMITED

Commercial airplane structure, manufacturing of airplane

China

AVIC XI'AN AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY (GROUP) COMPANY 
LIMITED

Production large & medium size avions en chine/ production, 
developing and manufacturing large and medium-sized 
airplanes

China

CHINA TIANJIN PORT FREE TRADE ZONE ADMINISTRATIVE 
COMMITTEE

government

China

GUANGZHOU AEROTROPOLIS DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 
ADMINISTRATION

International aviation hub;Ecological and smart modern 
airport zone.;Airport-related high-end industrial 
clusters;Pilot zone for airport system innovation.

China
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TAIKOO (XIAMEN) AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING CO. LTD

provides Airframe Services across all major commercial 
aircraft types, covering maintenance checks, modifications, 
cabin reconfigurations and passenger-to-freighter 
conversions. 

China

XIAMEN ZENTEC AVIATION TECHNOLOGY CO. LTD

NDT, BSI, Conuslting, Spares

China

AD'OCC

The Investment, Trade & Innovation Agency financed by the 
Regional Council, offers free consulting for your corporate 
location project in the Occitanie region

France

ADVANCED BUSINESS EVENTS

Leading organizer of BtoB events for the aerospace and 
defense industry

France

AEROSPACE CLUSTER AUVERGNE-RHÔNE-ALPES

Promotion of Rhone Alpes Region Aerospace Cluster

France

AEROSPACE VALLEY

Cluster in Aeronautics, Space and Embedded Systems of 
Midy Pyrenees & Aquitaine regions in France.

France

AHG - ATELIERS DE LA HAUTE-GARONNE

Solid rivets and threaded fasteners for the aerospace industry

France

ALPHANOV

Development of laser processes for machining or 
functionalisation of materials such as composite materials or 
metals

France

BLUEFIELD

Consulting

France

BT2I GROUP

Manufacturer of machining, sheet metal components, and 
complex mechanical assemblies.

France

BUSINESS FRANCE

Business France is the national agency supporting the 
international development of the French economy, 
responsible for fostering export growth by French 
businesses, as well as promoting and facilitating 
international investment in France

France

CGR INTERNATIONAL

European leader in aerospace springs, sheet metal forming, 
cutting, stamping, metal spinning

France
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CORIOLIS COMPOSITES

Specialist in the implementation of composite materials 
Coriolis Composites develops, makes & markets robotic cells 
for fiber placement using a standard 6 axis robot enabling 
the laying of continuous or discontinuous fibers, in all 
directions

France

CORSE COMPOSITES AERONAUTIQUES

Corse Composites Aéronautiques (C.C.A) is recognized as one 
of the top specialists in the development of complex 
composite parts for aeronautics applications.

France

CROUZET

Electrical protection (components & equipment), Cockpit 
equipment, Detection & sensors // Solid State power 
controller &SPDU

France

DAHER AEROSPACE

Aircraft builder, aerostructures manufacturer and provider 
of industrial and logistical services

France

DEMGY GROUP EX-DEDIENNE MULTIPLASTURGY GROUP

High precision machining - Injection and decoration - 
Thermoforming and stamping - Surface treatment and 
metallisation - Products with electromagnetic compatibility

France

DUQUEINE GROUP

Design and manufacture of parts and technical composites 
subassemblies

France

EIFFAGE ENERGIE SYSTEMES - CLEMESSY SA

Production-design-electric power transformer. Automation 
of industrial-GTC-IT industrial processes - Maintenance 
Engineering

France

EUROPE TECHNOLOGIES

Robotic solutions and innovative processes to improve your 
productivity : Robot cells for composite finishing, composite 
cutting and welding solutions and metal surface treatment 
and enhancement

France

FIGEAC AERO SA

Figeac Aero realizes complete services : Design, 
Material&Component, Sourcing, Machining, Forming, 
Dimensional inspection, Shoot Peening, Surface Treatment, 
Heat treatment, Assembly, Final inspection - Machining - 
Assembling.

France

GIFAS

GIFAS, the French aerospace industries association, has more 
than 260 members, from major prime contractors and 
system suppliers to small specialist companies

France

GROUPE CARBOMAN

Manufacture composite parts. European leader in race boat 
building and the production of large industrial parts.

France
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INFODREAM

Specialized in manufacturing quality control and our 
innovative solutions have helped companies achieve 
manufacturing excellence for almost three decades.

France

LAROCHE GROUP

Usinage Mécanique, Usinage Composite (carbone, carbone 
fortes épaisseurs, fibre de verre, compound) et cellulaires 
(mousses polyuréthane, nida alu ou nomex)

France

LATECOERE

Aviation equipment supplier: European leader of front 
points, Global leader of doors.

France

LATECOERE

Aviation equipment supplier: European leader of front 
points, Global leader of doors.

France

LAUAK AEROSTRUCTURES FRANCE

Aerospace structure parts: fuel tanks, cocpit layout, heat 
exchangers

France

LE CRENEAU INDUSTRIEL

5 axis Machine tools, Machining robot

France

LIEBHERR AEROSPACE & TRANSPORTATION SAS

France

LIEBHERR AEROSPACE & TRANSPORTATION SAS

Develops, manufactures and services landing gears, flight 
control and actuation systems, and gearboxes for the 
aerospace industry.

France

LIEBHERR AEROSPACE & TRANSPORTATION SAS

Develops, manufactures and services landing gears, flight 
control and actuation systems, and gearboxes for the 
aerospace industry.

France

LIMATECH

Smart Lithium Battery for aeronautics

France

LOIRETECH INGENIERIE

Loiretech designs and manufactures tooling for large and 
complex thermoplastic or composite parts, including 
preforming, moulding, trimming, assembling and inspection 
tools.

France

MECACHROME FRANCE

Mecachrome is a global leader in precision mechanics

France
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MECADAQ GROUP

Machining of high precision components for Aerospace.

France

NEOPOLIA MOBILITY

unique and distinctive organisation based on factual 
business management with a single contact point for the 
company handling the RFQ and collaborative offer.

France

NEXTEAM GROUP

High complexity machining specialists (all materials) - 
Design - Design to cost - Processes 

France

PÔLE EMC2

French industrial cluster for advanced manufacturing 
technologies

France

POLE EUROPEEN DE LA CERAMIQUE

European center for ceramics

France

POTEZ AÉRONAUTIQUE SA

Design and production of aerostructures - Production of 
wide dimension stretch forming both profile and skins - 
Production of wide dimension stretch forming both profile 
and skins

France

RAFAUT GROUP

Design and manufacture of complex mechanical assemblies

France

SAVOIE RECTIFICATION

Machining, forming, treatment, grinding, control

France

SCT - SOCIÉTÉ DES CÉRAMIQUES TECHNIQUES

CUSTOM BRAZED CERAMIC-TO-METAL SOLUTIONS

France

SES STERLING

Specialises in the processing of plastics and rubber. We 
develop, produce and market wiring accessories.

France

SOGECLAIR GROUP

Major partner in engineering and a prime contractor for the 
aerospace industry for each and all of its domains of 
expertise and product line.

France

SPALECK INDUSTRIES

Designer, manufacturer and integrator of finishing solutions

France
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TECALEMIT AEROSPACE

Manufacturing aeronautical flexible and combined hoses, 
aeronautical rigid metallic hoses, thermal and fire 
protections, fittings for hoses and Machined components, 
assembly of aeronautical subassemblies

France

WEARE AEROSPACE

Detail parts and complex sub-assemblies manufacturing 
dedicated to aerospace, defense, space, medical, energie & 
transport markets.

France

BERLIN PARTNER FÜR WIRTSCHAFT UND TECHNOLOGIE 
GMBH

n light of global developments, such as urbanization, 
digitalization and resource scarcity, one of the key challenges 
for cities like Berlin is to ensure economic, ecological and 
socially sustainable mobility

Germany

COTESA GMBH

Leading manufacturer of high quality composite parts and 
assemblies for aerospace and automotive. Customized 
solutions for components and assemblies. GFRP and 
Sandwich panels

Germany

GMT GUMMI METALL TECHNIK GMBH

Provide customer-specific innovations and technological 
expertise to customers of several sectors of industries as for 
example to general engine & machine industry, railway 
vehicle industry and aircraft industry

Germany

HAMUEL MASCHINENBAU GMBH & CO KG

mechanical engineering, 5 Axis Machining Centres, Turbine 
Blade Machining Centres, Blisk Machining Centres, Hybrid 
Machining Centres, LMD, SLM, Turnkey Solutions, Software,

Germany

MUBEA FLAMM AEROTEC GMBH & CO KG

Sheet Metal & Machined detail Parts, and assemblies for 
Aerospace Carbon Fiber Composite parts and assemblies 
(CFRP)

Germany

SITEC AEROSPACE GMBH

Actuators & Valves for Hydraulics, Air, Oxygen, Fuel and 
Water

Germany

WITZENMANN GMBH

Design, engineering and production of rigid and/or flexible 
piping systems (metal hoses, metal bellows, expansion joints)

Germany

AZISTA COMPOSITES

India

MAHINDRA AEROSTRUCTURES PVT LTD

Mahindra Aerospace is aerospace division of the Indian 
multinational conglomerate company Mahindra Group. It is 
the first Indian private firm to make smaller civil aircraft for 
the Indian general aviation market

India
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METALLIC BELLOWS INDIA PVT LTD

Manufacture metal bellows, fabric bellows and rubber 
bellows for the aerospace and defense industries 

India

POLYHOSE INDIA PVT LTD

Manufacturer of Fluid conveyance system - Thermoplastic, 
PTFE, Rubber hydraulics, Industrial, Composites, Stainless 
Steel flexible hoses and End connectors 

India

RANGSONS SCHUSTER TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD

Leading manufacturer of Aviation Tubes & Hoses in India

India

PUDAK SCIENTIFIC, PT

Contract manufacturer for aerospace part machining 
commodity

Indonesia

CABIRAN (1991) LTD

Aluminum Investment Casting Foundry - (Lost Wax 
Technology) Ceramic Shell & Solid Mold, AS 9100 & NANCAP 
Approved

Israel

KANFIT LTD

Kanfit is a built-to-spec / print manufacturer and integrator 
of world class aerospace-grade primary and detailed parts, 
subassemblies and ready-to-mount assemblies from 
composite materials, and sheet and block metal. 

Israel

A.ABETE SRL

Precision machining in the following areas: aerostructures, 
engins, defense, aeronautical equipments

Italy

A.L.A. SPA

advanced logistics for aerospace: service provider and 
logistic activities for aerospace industries

Italy

A.L.A. SPA

Italy

AEREA SPA

Aeronautic CNC Milling and Turning Work

Italy

AERO SEKUR SPA

Equipment manufacturer

Italy

ALFA MECCANICA SRL

High precision machining for aeronautical and aerospace 
sectors, CNC milling and turing 3/4/5 axies, die-sinking/wire 
E.D.M machining, unit assembly

Italy

ALMA SISTEMI SAS

Consultancy for space and defence market

Italy
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AVIO AERO

Designs, manufactures and maintains components and 
systems for civil and military aviation.

Italy

AVIO AERO - A GE AVIATION BUSINESS

Italy

CAAST SPA

CAAST offers a wide range of products of materials 
 specifically designed and tested for Offshore pla orms   

Italy

COGNE ACCIAI SPECIALI SPA

Steel production

Italy

CONNEX ITALIANA SRL

We market and distribute electronic and electromechanical 
components for the most technologically advanced markets: 
Civil, Military Air Force, Defense, Space, Railway, etc.

Italy

DAVI-PROMAU SRL

Manufacturing of plate bending machines for plates and 
section bending angle roll

Italy

DEAGLE SRL

Our mission is to develop innovative and sustainable turn-
key solutions to improve the quality of life by supporting the 
customers through the integration of our skills and expertise.

Italy

DISTRETTO AEROSPAZIALE DELLA CAMPANIA

DAC’s mission is to stimulate the collaboration between 
research centers, universities and firms in Campania region 
for creating concrete business opportunities and continuous 
occasions of growth and innovation.

Italy

ECOR INTERNATIONAL SPA

The core business of the company are design and special 
processes, in particular the welding and the heat treatment 
on stainless steels, titanium alloys, aluminum and special 
alloys.

Italy

FABRICA MACHINALE SRL - ROBOTICOM

Roboticom is the leading company in providing industrial 
robotic systems

Italy

GFM SPA

Mechanical machining of precision mechanical components 
in alla kind of steel, alloys...

Italy

HTT CENTRO AFFILATURA SRL

Precision cutting tools in solid carbide

Italy
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ICE - ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY

International promotion of Italian industries

Italy

LEONARDO COMPANY

Leonardo is a global high-tech company and one of the key 
players in Aerospace, Defence and Security

Italy

LEONARDO COMPANY

Leonardo is a global high-tech company,one of the key 
players in Aerospace, Defence and Security

Italy

LMA SRL

Mechanical Machining for the Aerospace Industry

Italy

MAGNAGHI AERONAUTICA SPA

Landing gears

Italy

O.V.S. VILLELLA SRL

O.V.S. Villella main activities are maufacturing of aerospace 
structures, sheet-metal, welding, piping, machining, NDI and 
surface treatments.

Italy

OMA SPA

Design, development and manufacture of aerostructures, 
  components for actua on systemsE-

   Mailm.tulli@omafoligno.it Associa ons & Clusters 

Italy

OMPM OFFICINA MERIDIONALE DI PRECISIONE MECCANICA 
SRL

Integrated solutions for the aerospace industry : 
manufacturing, industrialization, production, engineering, 
aerospace engineering, surface treatments, laboratory, 
assembly, quality & control, R&D

Italy

OPTEC SPA

Optical and optoelectronics systems

Italy

P.C.M SRL

Precision machining of part for aeronautical application

Italy

PIETRO ROSA TBM

Aero engine airfoils ( blades, vanes, IGV, VGV, Fan blades ) - 
Structural components ( fittings, flap guides, engine 
mounting, ball nuts, gearbox power transmission 
components, landing gear components )

Italy

POGGIPOLINI SPA

The company houses a powerful integrated computerized 
system for information exchange, drawing scanning, 
electronic file transmission and work stations.

Italy
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ROBOZE SRL

3D Printers

Italy

SOMACIS SPA

Production of Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs) 

Italy

TECNOLOGIE AVANZATE SRL

An Italian company with twenty-year reputation, expertise 
and technologies for the production of structural and not 
structural parts made with composite materials for the 
aerospace industry

Italy

TEST INDUSTRY SRL

Test benches for fluidic and mechanical components for 
hydraulics, aerospace and automotive

Italy

UMBRAGROUP SPA

Ballscrews and Electromechanical Actuators for Aerospace 
Applications

Italy

UMBRIA AEROSPACE SYSTEMS SRL

Design, Qualification, Production and Integrated Logistic 
Support of Electronic, Electro-Mechanical and Hydraulic 
Equipment for Aerospace sector.

Italy

VECA SPA

Production of high precision components in special alloys 
like steel, titanium and aluminium, used in motor sports 
competitions and and aerospace.

Italy

ASAHI KINZOKU KOGYO INC.

Asahi Kinzoku Kogyo Inc. is one of the largest supplier of 
surface treatment for aircraft parts in Asia, "One-Stop-Shop" 
system is its remarkable characteristic that covers 
Machining, NDT, Shot Peening, Anodizing, Plating, HVOF 
Thermal Spray Coating

Japan

NAGASE & CO., LTD

Chemicals, plastics, electronics materials, cosmetics and 
health foods

Japan

XEBEC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD

Develops innovative tools that automate deburring and 
polishing for a drastically improved productivity and quality. 
Numerous successful applications, including polishing of 
turbine blades on CNC machines.  

Japan

CHIHUAHUA STATE GOVERNMENT

Promotion of the Aerospace industry in Chihuahua.

Mexico

FEMIA - FEDERACION MEXICANA DE LA INDUSTRIA 
AEROESPACIAL

Promotion of the Aerospace industry in Mexico.

Mexico
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FRISA FORJADOS SA DE CV

We serve a wide spectrum of industrial markets by offering 
high-value forging solutions in an extensive range of carbon, 
alloy and stainless steels, aluminum, titanium and high temp 
alloys.

Mexico

QUERETARO STATE GOVERNMENT

Promotion of the Aerospace industry in the State of 
Queretaro

Mexico

AEROSPACE MOROCCAN CLUSTER

Moroccan Aerospace Cluster

Morocco

AMDIE

Moroccan Investment Development Agency

Morocco

GIMAS

Moroccan Aerospace Association gathering 100 aerospace 
companies established in Morocco operating in different 
fields of aerospace industry such as engineering (design & 
conception), assembly of parts and aerostructures, 
composites, electronics...

Morocco

OGMA-INDUSTRIA AERONAUTICA DE PORTUGAL SA

Aerostructures (metallics, composites and assemblies 
capabilities) - MRO services

Portugal

C & LEE

composite/ heat treatment

South Korea

GYEONGNAM TECHNOPARK (GESCA)

Aerospace industry agence 

South Korea

HIZE AERO CO., LTD

Fuselage structure, wing structure, wiring harness, machined 
parts

South Korea

KENCOA AEROSPACE CORPORATION

 KT-100 (Single piston 4-seater, Pilot Screener) Final 
Assembly & System Installation, Boeing/KAI

South Korea

KOREA NON-FERROUS METALS CO LTD

Aluminum Distributor / Material (Aluminum) /Aluminum for 
Aerospace & Defense / Semiconductor / Display / 
Automotive / Marine / Silo / etc.

South Korea

KOREAN AEROSPACE VALLEY

Supporting Korean Aerospace Companies

South Korea

MEISSA

Spatial Data Platform (Drone-based 3D Mapping Solution)

South Korea
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SEWOO AEROSPACE CO., LTD

Access the largest commercial database of 85 million 
companies, 100 million professionals, and 1,000 industry 
segments; relevant social media links; and customizable 

  news feeds.  

South Korea

YOUNGPOONG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD

Display(LCD/OLED) / Touch Screen Panel -Notebook / Tablet 
/ Wearable - Camera FPCB / Automotive

South Korea

ACITURRI AERONAUTICA S.L.U.

Aciturri is a first level supplier for equipped aero structures 
for the main aeronautic constructors. The Aciturri Value 
Chain offer to the final client a completed product: Design y 
Calculation, Tools Manufacturing, Manufacturing, 
Subassembly.

Spain

AERNNOVA AEROSPACE, S.A.

Aeronautics Industry; global aerostructures company 
assuming the integral management of large aircraft sections

Spain

AIRBUS DEFENCE AND SPACE 

Aircarft Manufacturer

Spain

AIRBUS DEFENCE AND SPACE 

Aircarft Manufacturer

Spain

ALESTIS AEROSPACE, SL

Alestis Aerospace is a first level (TIER1) aerostructure 
supplier and a leader in engineering and composite materials 
manufacturing

Spain

EXTENDA - EMPRESA PUBLICA ANDALUZA DE PROMOCION 
EXTERIOR SA

Trade promotion agency of Andalucia (with a delegation of 
companies)

Spain

GAZC, GRUPO AERONAUTICO ZONA CENTRO, SA

Spanish leading manufacturer of metalic parts, covering 
machining, sheet metal, surface treatments, assemby

Spain

INDUSTRIAS DELTA VIGO, SL

Tooling design and manufacturing, Industrial automation / 
Robotics, Composites manufacturing by impregnation 
processes (RTM, LRI), Automated composite preforms 
manufacturing, Mechanical fabrication and welding

Spain

MADES, MALAGA AEROSPACE, DEFENSE & ELECTRONICS 
SYSTEMS S.A.U.

MADES, provides Electronic Systems Manufacturing (EMS) 
and Testing Services for high-reliability applications

Spain

OPENCOCKPITS.SLU

Show room with flight simulators for demo

Spain
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SEVILLA CONTROL S.A.

Design and manufacturing of integral packages. Design, 
material purchasing, manufacturing of metallic and electrical 
detail parts, final processes, aerostructure assemblies, 
support and aircraft transformations

Spain

SOFITEC AERO

Integral management on airframes manufacturing, further a 
complete range of products and services / MRO services, 
AOG manufacturing

Spain

TRIMEK - INNOVALIA METROLOGY - UNIMETRIK

Software development for on machine metrology

Spain

UMI AERONAUTICA, SL

UMI Aeronautica is the focal point for subcontracting and 
delivering of a complete solution in the Airframe 
manufacturing market.

Spain

COMPOSITES BUSCH SA

Specialized in the conception, process innovation, 
prototyping, testing, qualification and serial production of 
high performances composite parts. 

Switzerland

JEAN GALLAY SA

Jean Gallay SA is a specialist in machining, forming, welding, 
plasma spray coatings and heat treatment of superalloy 
components for the use in extreme operating conditions.

Switzerland

MIFA ALUMINIUM BV

Mifa Aluminium Extrusions, Fabrication, Finishing - 
Components for aviation. If you require custom aluminum 
extrusions or components, we supply small/large batch 
production. We are AS9100 RevD and other aviation 
approvals.

The Netherlands

PEKAGO COVERING TECHNOLOGY BV

Development, engineering, mould fabrication, production 
and assembly services for plastic housing elements and 
technical components

The Netherlands

ANDAR ELEKTROMEKANIK SISTEMLER

R&D / Design, Electromechanics and Software

Turkey

HMS MAKINA SANAYI VE TICARET A.S.

Machining, Special Processes, and Assembly

Turkey

KALE HAVACILIK SANAYI A.S.

KALE is a leading provider of structural components, 
assemblies and kits to the aerospace industry

Turkey

KALE HAVACILIK SANAYI A.S.

Manufacturing body, wing and winglet spare parts, sub 
systems of existing high pressure compressor and engine 
exhaust winglets.

Turkey
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MEGE TEKNIK ELEKTRONIK SAN. VE TIC. AS

Reliable partnner for wire harness and electrical box & panel 
design, engineering and manufacturing.

Turkey

ORSAN OPS KOLL

Machining metal parts for aerospace, defense and 
automotive. Building industrial sewing machines

Turkey

TEKNOKAR SAVUNMA VE HAVACILIK A.S.

Full capacity to manufacture cable hardware, electric boxes, 
control boxes, instrument clusters and also their software 
applications

Turkey

TURKISH AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES

Center of technology in design, development, 
manufacturing, integration of aerospace systems, 
modernization and after sales support in Turkey

Turkey

TUSAS ENGINE INDUSTRIES INC (TEI)

Manufacturing, overhaul of aeroengine parts

Turkey

UYGUR LTD

Precision Machining, 5-axis machining, Prototyping, 
CAD/CAM/CAE Design,

Turkey

YUKSEL COMPOSITE TECHNOLOGIES INC.

Composite part and component manufacturing, tool 
designing and manufacturing with an emphasis on aerospace 
industry

Turkey

ADS GROUP LIMITED

ADS is the Premier Trade Organisation for companies in the 
UK Aerospace, Defence, Security and Space Sectors. 
Membership is made up of over 1000 UK registered 
businesses.

United Kingdom

DENROY PLASTICS LTD

Plastics injection molding: Denroy offers an integrated 
design, tooling and manufacturing operation providing 
clients with a single source solution from concept design to 
full volume production

United Kingdom

GARDNER AEROSPACE LIMITED

Machines, fabricates, treats, assembles, and repairs, small to 
large precision parts, kits, sub-assemblies and assemblies in 
soft, hard, and exotic metals

United Kingdom

HARDIDE COATINGS LIMITED

Nanostructured tungsten carbide/tungsten metal matrix 
composite coatings for the aerospace industry.

United Kingdom

SPECIALISED POLYMER ENGINEERING LTD

Aerospace and Defence Sealing Technology.

United Kingdom
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#DIGITALAIRCRAFT

Podcast host and consultant helping aviation leaders identify 
areas of their business that are ripe for change. Join Our 
Network of Over 22,000 Thought-Leaders Worldwide

USA

ABRASIVE TECHNOLOGY

Abrasive Technology is the leader among a select group of 
worldwide sources that provides all major bonding 
technologies–resin, metal, polyimide, electroplated and 
P.B.S.® braze.

USA

ACMT MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

We manufacture and repair Aircraft engine and Helicopter 
parts BOTH metal and non-metal components - Advanced 
composites and Metal forming technologies

USA

ADDEATON BY NUMALLIANCE

Manufacturer of wire and tube bending machines and 
tooling.

USA

ADVANCED HEAT TREAT CORP.

Advanced Heat Treat Corp. (AHT) is a recognized leader in 
providing heat treat services and superior metallurgical 
solutions to companies across the globe.

USA

ADVANTAGE AUSTRIA LOS ANGELES

Group of highly specialized Austrian companies within the 
aeronautic and defense industry

USA

AEROJET ROCKETDYNE

Aerojet Rocketdyne is a world class developer and 
manufacturer of advanced propulsion and energetics 
systems for the U.S. Department of Defense, NASA and other 
agencies and companies

USA

AEROSPACE MANUFACTURING

Phillips Screw licensee manufacturer that produces a 
diversified product line of High Strength, Close Tolerance 
Aerospace Fasteners serving the aerospace, Navy, and 
military industries.

USA

AEROTECH SOLUTIONS, INC

Aerospace Hardware & Electronic Components Distribution

USA

AILERON CNC

CNC machinery: products and services in demanding fields of 
Manufacturing, Engineering, Aerospace and Assembly

USA

AIR INDUSTRIES MACHINING CORPORATION

Complex machined components and assemblies, as well as 
electro-mechanical/mechanical assemblies

USA

AIRBUS AMERICAS

Airbus is a leading aircraft manufacturer, with the most 
modern and comprehensive aircraft family. EADS North 
America offers the innovative solutions of a global aerospace 
and defense industry leader.

USA
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AIRBUS AMERICAS

Airbus is a leading aircraft manufacturer, with the most 
modern and comprehensive aircraft family. EADS North 
America offers the innovative solutions of a global aerospace 
and defense industry leader.

USA

AIRBUS AMERICAS

Airbus is a leading aircraft manufacturer, with the most 
modern and comprehensive aircraft family. EADS North 
America offers the innovative solutions of a global aerospace 
and defense industry leader.

USA

AIRTECH SUPPLY, INC.

CNC sheet metal machining operation: sheet metal routing 
of complex shapes; water-jet machining of titanium, 
stainless, and composites; and Brake Press and Aluminum 
Hydro Forming

USA

ALLOY PRECISION TECHNOLOGIES

Alloy Precision Technologies is your premier growth partner 
for metal bellows and flexible sealing assemblies, precision 
machining, welding, tubing, and other highly engineered 
products.

USA

ALTEK (PART OF INWAC - INLAND NORTH-WEST AEROSPACE 
CONSORTIUM)

Aerospace contract manufacturing services to create 
precision, close tolerance aircraft components and parts that 
meet the most stringent specifications.

USA

ALTEN TECHNOLOGY USA

USA

AMBE ENGINEERING

ISO 9001-2008 registered company, specializing in providing 
a complete spectrum of Quality solutions to manufacturing 
companies in the automotive, aerospace and chemical 
industries

USA

AMERICAN AEROSPACE CONTROLS INC.

AC/DC Current and Voltage Sensors. Off-the-shelf and 
custom designed. Fully qualified to DOI-160 and MIL-STD.

USA

ARNOLD MAGNETIC TECHNOLOGIES CORP.

Fabricate and custom-produce a comprehensive line of 
permanent magnets and precision assemblies specific to 
design requirements. Produce thin and ultra-thin gauge 
metal strip and foil products

USA

ASSOCIATED SPRING

Manufacture of springs, seals, gaskets and rings for the 
Aerospace and Defense Industry (and many other industries).

USA

AUSCO INC

AUSCO is an engineering driven manufacturer of miniature 
fluid control components and systems for high value, 
performance critical applications

USA
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AUTO-VALVE, INC.

Designer and manufacturer of precision machined aerospace 
components and assemblies. AVI provides a complete line of 
components used in a wide range of aircraft fluid 
applications including motor and solenoid actuated valves.

USA

AVANTUS AEROSPACE

Our family of companies include Attewell, Bolsan, Lamsco 
West, CalScrew, FIT and FTC. We are global leaders in C-Class 
parts including Laminated/Solid Shims, Polyimide Products, 
Sheet Metal & Machined Details/Assemblies and Aerospace 
Fasteners.

USA

AVIATION TECHNICAL SERVICES

Aircraft and component MRO, engineering services, 
component sales, and PMA part manufacturer

USA

AVON MACHINING

High Precision Gears, Large Diameter CNC Machining

USA

BAE SYSTEMS

Advanced defence, aerospace and security solutions: 
develop, engineer, manufacture, and support products and 
systems to deliver military capability, protect national 
security and people, and keep critical information and 
infrastructure secure

USA

BARRON INDUSTRIES INC

High-precision, performance-critical Investment Castings, 
rapid prototypes, machined components, complete 
assemblies, welded fabrications, and other value-added 
services

USA

BODYCOTE

Thermal spray coating application (HVOF, plasma spray), 
heat treating, vapor phase aluminizing (VPA), platinum 
plating and other special processes for aircraft engines, 
landing gear and airframe components

USA

BOEING COMMERCIAL AIRPLANES

Boeing delivers a family of technologically advanced and 
efficient airplanes to customers around the world

USA

BOEING COMMERCIAL AIRPLANES

Boeing delivers a family of technologically advanced and 
efficient airplanes to customers around the world

USA

BROETJE-AUTOMATION USA INC

We plan and implement automated equipment and solutions 
for aircraft assembly and production. Automated drilling and 
fastening, composite materials, aircraft sub-assembly and 
final assembly, AGVs, engine assembly, robotics, etc

USA
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CANADIAN GOVERNMENT

The Consulate General of Canada in Seattle represents 
Canada and promotes Canadian interests in one of the most 
technologically and economically important regions of the 
United States.

USA

CAPLUGS

Complete line of standard and custom molded product 
protection components including plastic and vinyl caps and 
plugs, tubing, netting, masking, hose guard

USA

CAPTURE 3D INC

Innovative 3D Measurement Technology

USA

CARAN PRECISION ENGINEERING & MANUFACTURING CORP.

ISO-certified Metal stamping, Small Drawn Cups, Laser 
Welded Assemblies and CNC Machining. Manufacturers of 
Laser welded steel filters

USA

CARL ZEISS INDUSTRIAL METROLOGY

Reliable, high-quality measuring technology

USA

CECO

Sheet Metal Parts & Assemblies, 3-axis Machining, 3-axis 
routing, Waterjet cutting, stamping, forming, Machining of 
extrusions

USA

CLAMPCO PRODUCTS, INC.

USA Manufacturer of custom engineered V-band couplings, 
T-bolt band clamps and Heavy duty stainless steel Straps for 
the Aerospace and Defense industries.

USA

CLARENDON SPECIALTY FASTENERS, INC.

A leading distributor of the highest quality fasteners, 
components and seals to the Aerospace, Motorsport, 
Defence and Industrial markets

USA

CLIFFORD-JACOBS FORGING COMPANY / IMT FORGE GROUP

Closed-die forgings (raw material) up to 800 pounds, 30 
inches in diameter and 50 inches in length. Materials include 
carbon, alloy, stainless, aluminum, titanium, nickel and super 
alloy. In-house machining, heat treat and non-destruct 
testing

USA

CNW - COURIER NETWORK

Expedited Shipment Services & International Courier 
Solutions

USA

CODESYS CORPORATION

CODESYS is the leading manufacturer-independent IEC 
61131-3 automation software for engineering control 
systems. It offers engineers practice-oriented, integrated 
solutions for the convenient configuration of automation 
applications.

USA
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COLLINS AEROSPACE

One of the world’s largest suppliers of advanced aerospace 
and defense products for business, military and international 
customers

USA

COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT INTERIORS LLC

Program Management, Engineering Services, Technical 
Publications

USA

COMPOSITE ALLIANCE CORP

Composite Alliance Corp (CAC) is a global tooling, machinery 
and service supplier offering a wide selection of standard 
and custom solutions in support of composite part design 
and fabrication

USA

CONSTELLIUM ROLLED PRODUCTS RAVENSWOOD

Designing and manufacturing innovative and high value-
added aluminium products and solutions for aerospace, 
automotive

USA

CORROTEC INCORPORATED

Custom systems based upon your surface finishing 
 requirements

USA

CRESTWOOD TECHNOLOGY GROUP

We specialize in Material, Sourcing, Procurement, and 
Logistics Solutions. CTG is a group of seasoned and dedicated 
professionals with a background in government, military, 
and aviation

USA

CTS CORPORATION

Designer and manufacturer of products that Sense, Connect, 
and Move: sensors, actuators, and electronic 

  componentsdavid.dotson@ctscorp.com 

USA

CYIENT INC

Complete product lifecycle engineering solutions to the 
global aerospace industry: deep domain knowledge and 
broad-based experience in aero engines, structures, aero 
systems, interiors and avionics

USA

DABS M&A LLC (DEFENSE & AEROSPACE BUSINESS 
SOLUTIONS)

DABS is an AS9100 Rev D, SBE/WOSB aerospace turnkey 
manufacturing and assembly business

USA

DEDIENNE AEROSPACE

Specialized in aerospace maintenance tooling for civil and 
defense markets

USA

DNV GROUP

Quality management series of standards for the aerospace 
sector, covering aviation, space and defense

USA

DUNMORE CORP.

Materials, Chemicals and Hardware Manufacturers

USA
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EDCO ENGINEERING INC

 Industry leading and innovative manufacturer of precision 
bent tubes, assemblies and small machined components.

USA

ENSINGER INC

Manufacture of components or assembled systems, for both 
Aerospace and Defense applications, using thermoplastic 
materials.

USA

ERG MATERIALS & AEROSPACE CORP.

ERG supplies lightweight aerospace components designed 
around our patented metal and ceramic open cell foams.

USA

ETEZAZI INDUSTRIES, INC

Manufacturing of precision machined parts

USA

EURO-COMPOSITES CORP.

Ready-to-assemble parts and structures, formed and / or 
milled composites parts, panels, laminates, and honeycomb 
core materials

USA

EVIATION AIRCRAFT

USA

EZ METROLOGY

Test and measurement equipment: EZMetrology develops 
and creates new patented devices to measure Speed, 
Energy, Force or deformation of key points over time

USA

FERROBOTICS INC

a world leader in the development and distribution of 
flexible and intuitive robotic grinding, sanding, polishing, 
paint stripping, cleaning, deburring equipment (end 
effectors) and cobot application kits

USA

FINAL REV DESIGN & CONSULTING

Specializes in Engineering and outsource Manufacturing of 
Aerospace Tooling and Marine Industry solutions, all with 
strong Project Management oversight

USA

FLUID MECHANISMS

Machining and assembly of metallic dynamic aerostructures, 
landing gear components, flight control and flight safety 
components and energetic ejection and egress components 
and assemblies

USA

FOOKE USA INC

Manufacturer of Standard and customized multi axis 
Highspeed cutting Milling machines.

USA
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FPD COMPANY

Excelling in forging, machining, and finishing titanium, 
stainless steel, aluminum and cobalt chrome components for 
the aerospace and medical industries

USA

FRAZIER AVIATION, INC.

Frazier Aviation, Inc. is known as a high quality, precision 
manufacturer in large or small quantities and FAA Repair 
Station

USA

FRENCH-AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST

Promoting the French-American business community in the 
region,Supporting the French and American companies with 
their trade needs

USA

FRONTIER GROUP

Frontier Group is a leading provider of metal finishing 
services to the aerospace & defense industry. Our processes 
include Chemical Processing, Non-Destructive Testing, and 
Welding services

USA

G & S BAR AND WIRE

Manufacturers of titanium and other specialty alloys as wire 
and bar in various shapes.

USA

GENERAL PLASTICS MANUFACTURING CO.

Manufacture LAST-A-FOAM® high performance polyurethane 
foam.

USA

GNPGRAYSTAR

Specialty Materials stocks all major raw materials in several 
sizes, graded to exacting specifications

USA

GOBIZ - CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF BUSINESS AND 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The Governor's Office of Business and Economic 
Development (GO-Biz) serves as the State of California's 
leader for job growth, economic development and business

USA

GREAT RIVER TECH

Mission critical, high performance digital video and data 
development tools

USA

HAINBUCH AMERICA CORP.

HAINBUCH precision workholding systems deliver the tight 
tolerances, fast change capability, and consistent 
performance that makes your production process take flight

USA

HERMLE USA

It is one of the german leading manufacturers of 5-axis 
milling machines with 1,200 employees and nearly 28,000 
machines installed worldwide, mainly for suppliers in the 
medical technology, optical, aviation and automotive 
industries

USA
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HM DUNN AEROSYSTEMS

HM Dunn provides detail Sheet Metal parts and Assemblies, 
Complex Aluminum and Hard Metal Machined Parts, 
Composite/Metal Bonded Assemblies as well as Major 
Assemblies and Structures.

USA

HUBBARD-HALL INC.

As one of the nation’s most experienced chemical 
distributors and manufacturers, Hubbard-Hall reliably 
handles over 5,000 commodity and specialty chemicals for a 
wide variety of industrial applications.

USA

HUTCHINSON AEROSPACE

Hutchinson Aerospace definition, conceptualisation, 
qualification and industrialization of composite hybrid and 
thermoplastic products destined for the Aerospace and Mass 
Transit Markets.

USA

HYGRADE PRECISION TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

Hygrade specializes in precision contract machining, 
grinding, and lapping services. We serve the aerospace, 
automotive, commercial, homeland security, medical & 
power generation industries.

USA

ICAT LOGISTICS, INC.

Freight forwarding and Customs brokerage

USA

INDY HONEYCOMB

Indy Honeycomb manufactures welded metallic honeycomb 
using high-temperature alloys. Aerospace applications 
include abradable seals, structural exhaust components, and 
flow straighteners

USA

INTEGRATED POLYMER SOLUTIONS (IPS)

Integrated Polymer Solutions operates manufacturing 
businesses exclusively focused on polymers such as 
elastomers and composites. Transforming raw materials into 
specialized components of larger OEM assemblies.

USA

JABIL INC.

Jabil is a product solutions company specializing in 
engineering of electrical, optical, software, mechanical, and 
design disciplines. Some capabilites include 3D Printing, 
Additive Manufacturing, Adhesives, Digital Prototyping and 
more.

USA

JAMAICA BEARINGS COMPANY

Bearing and power transmission products to the aerospace, 
industrial, rail, export, and government markets

USA

JAMCO AMERICA, INC.

USA
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JERGENS INC

We are your complete source for specialty fasteners, 
including mil-spec Kwik-Lok™ pins, spring-loaded devices, 
threaded inserts, threaded components and washers.

USA

JONAL LABORATORIES

Researchers, Engineers, and Manufacturers of Custom High 
Temperature Elastomeric Seals and Products

USA

KAMAN COMPOSITES

Aerospace manufacturing and test facilities specializing in 
total aerostructures solutions, from composite and metal 
detail parts and subassemblies to fully integrated assemblies

USA

KISTLER INSTRUMENT CORP.

Kistler offers a wide range of products that guarantee 
complete monitoring and control of press-fit and joining 
processes - including sensors, measuring chains, monitors, 
evaluation units and joining modules

USA

LABORATORY TESTING INC

Material testing, non-destructive testing, metal testing and 
calibration services

USA

LEGGETT & PLATT AEROSPACE

Global supplier and manufacturer of high-quality 
components: high-performance engineered tube and duct 
assemblies and components

USA

LIQUID MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

Aircraft Fuel Gauging; Fuel Management

USA

LMI AEROSPACE INC

LMI fabricates, machines, finishes, kits, and assembles 
machined and formed close tolerance aluminum, specialty 
alloy, and composite component

USA

LYNN WELDING

Lynn welding provides all different types of welding services 
such as GTAW, MIG, SPOT, SEAM and Torch Braze. We are 
NADCAP and AS9100 certified and we do serve the 
aerospace, medical and military.

USA

MAGNIX

MagniX has developed a family of flight proven electric 
propulsion units (EPUs) for commercial aviation

USA

MANES MACHINE & ENGINEERING

Machining of complex aerospace components. Our 5 axis 
machining capability ranges from 1 to 120 inches

USA

MECADAQ GROUP - HIRSCHLER MANUFACTURING, INC.

Manufactures aircraft door components, and specializes in 
offering CNC machining and solutions for hard metal 
machining and critical tolerance requirements

USA
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MICHIGAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
(MEDC)

MEDC is a public-private partnership serving as the state's 
marketing arm and lead agency for business

USA

MINDESK SRL

USA

MISSISSIPPI GULF COAST ALLIANCE FOR ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT

Mississippi Gulf Coast Alliance for Economic Development is 
an economic development entity that assists companies with 
incentives and provides site location services

USA

MURPHY AND NOLAN, INC

Distributor of bar and tubing products.

USA

NASA JET PROPULSION LABORATORY

NASA is an independent agency of the United States Federal 
Government responsible for the civilian space program, as 
well as aeronautics and aerospace research

USA

NICOMATIC

Nicomatic is manufacturer of standard and special electrical 
connectors for harsh environment

USA

NORTH CAROLINA GLOBAL TRANSPARK AUTHORITY

A multimodal industrial park and airport strategically located 
on the east coast of the United States to support the 
manufacturing and logistics needs of the aviation, aerospace, 
defense, emergency response and advanced materials 
industries.

USA

NORTHERN TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION

Full line of corrosion inhibitor packaging and rust solutions

USA

OHIO AEROSPACE INSTITUTE

The first USA associated collaborative Institute chartered to 
foster relationships between universities, aerospace 
industries, and government organizations. 

USA

OMNISEAL SOLUTIONS - SAINT-GOBAIN

Designer and manufacturer of critical, engineered seals and 
polymer solutions, focused product portfolio of sealing 
solutions that includes spring-energized seals & rotary lip 
seals and Ameriseal metal seals

USA

ORION INDUSTRIES

Precision metal fab, machining, mechanical assembly, 
hydraulic assembly, kitting for production lines.

USA

PACIFIC FORGE INC

Producer of high-precision closed-die forgings to the 
aerospace, aircraft, and oil industries

USA
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PARK AEROSPACE CORP

Develops and manufactures advanced composite materials, 
primary and secondary structures and assemblies and low-
volume tooling for the aerospace markets

USA

PARKER HANNIFIN CORPORATION - PARKER AEROSPACE

Provider of motion and control technologies

USA

PATHFINDER MANUFACTURING (FORMER: WORK FORCE 
DEVELOPMENT CENTER)

We are a non-profit manufacturing company, with 
machining, assembly & wiring capabilities

USA

PAULO PRODUCTS COMPANY

Heat treatment, brazing, metal finishing

USA

PCB PIEZOTRONICS, INC.

Design & mfr. accelerometers, pressure sensors, force 
sensors, load cells & torque transducers

USA

PERFORMANCE REVIEW INSTITUTE (PRI)

 PRI has become the global authority in facilitating industry-
managed programs and administering critical processes

USA

PLASTIC PRODUCTS, INC.

Plastic Products Inc, provides precision machining of all types 
of plastics and metals with the ability to hold close tolerances

USA

PRC COMPOSITES LLC

Composite Reusable PHST Containers for high value 
components such as Engines, Nacelles, Landing Gear and 
structures. Fiberglass reinforced compounds and 
compression molded parts

USA

PRECISION AVIATION TOOLS LLC

Precision Aviation Tools is an OEM of industrial automated  
machine tools that set rivets to precision tolerances.

USA

PRECISION RESOURCE

Fineblanking (high precision stamping), CNC Machining and 
Turning, Laser cutting and marking, high volume production

USA

PRICEWALGREN

Walgren Company is an OEM provider of fully automated 
plating and metal finishing equipment and Industrial Waste 
Water Treatment equipment

USA

RADIUS AEROSPACE

Radius Aerospace brings more than a half century of 
experience in aviation and aerospace forming and 
fabricating. Our core services include formed, welded, 
bonded, machined, and processed fabrications and 
assemblies

USA
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RADIUS ENGINEERING

Radius Engineering provides engineering services for all 
aspects of high-tech composite structure fabrication

USA

RAKAR INC. HQ

Design and manufacture engineered plastic components for 
the Aerospace, Defense, Medical, Automotive, and 
Consumer Industries since 1951

USA

REDVIKING

RedViking designs, builds and implements manufacturing 
and test solutions

USA

REEL USA CORP.

A world leader in design, fabrication, installation and 
maintenance of industrial systems and equipment for 
aircraft maintenance such as docking systems, telescopic 
platforms and engine handling systems and overhead cranes.

USA

RENISHAW INC.

Calibration Equipment; Comparators, Optical and Other; 
Feedback Devices (Encoders/Resolvers/Scales/Sensors); 
Flatness Measuring Equipment; Fusion - powder, liquid bed 
e.g. laser sintering, sterolithography; Gages and Gaging 
Equipment, Including Stat.

USA

RIMECO PRODUCTS INC

CNC Machining, and manufacture of Housings, Gear Boxes, 
Shafts and many aircraft landing gear and structural 
components

USA

ROCK WEST COMPOSITES

Rock West utilizes a variety of composite material 
manufacturing techniques including, but not limited, to roll-
wrapping, filament winding, press curing, bladder molding, 
resin infusion and oven curing

USA

SAFRAN ELECTRICAL & POWER

Aerospace Electrical Harnesses; Manufacturing and assembly 
of electrical control panels

USA

SAFRAN NACELLES

Design and manufacturing of aircraft engine pods.

USA

SENSOR SYSTEMS, LLC

 Sensor Systems LLC specializes in Electro-Mechanical 
solutions ranging from potentiometers, pressure sensors, 
encoders, switches and CNC machining.

USA

SHAININ - THE RED X COMPANY

Consulting firm

USA
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SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT COMPANY

Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation is a world leader in the design, 
manufacture and service of military and commercial 
helicopters; fixed-wing aircraft; spare parts and 
maintenance, repair and overhaul services for helicopters 
and fixed-wing aircraft

USA

SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT COMPANY

Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation is a world leader in the design, 
manufacture and service of military and commercial 
helicopters; fixed-wing aircraft; spare parts and 
maintenance, repair and overhaul services for helicopters 
and fixed-wing aircraft

USA

SOLUTIONS ARCHITECT

With our vast global partner infrastructure and focus on 
cloud, mobility, technology lifecycle, supply chain and 
technology solutions

USA

SONFARREL INC

Sonfarrel manufactures parts for a wide variety of fixed and 
rotary winged aircraft

USA

SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

With a world-class business environment, skilled workforce, 
solid transportation infrastructure, emerging innovation 
sector and close proximity to manufacturing firms in diverse 
industries, SC attracts capital investment from around the 
world.

USA

SPECIALTY COATING SYSTEMS US

Parylene conformal coatings systems and technologies

USA

SUPPLYON NORTH AMERICA

SupplyOn is the global specialist in Supply Chain 
Management providing industry specifc, innovative supply 
chain solutions to meet complex demands

USA

SURFACEPREP

SurfacePrep is the largest national network of regional 
distributors of high-quality abrasive products, specialty 
ceramics, and surface finishing equipment.

USA

SYNERGEERING GROUP LLC

Direct service bureau for the world's largest and most 
durable Additive Manufacturing and 3D Rapid Prototype 
Parts

USA

TAILWIND AEROSPACE SOLUTIONS (TAS)

Global distributor of specialty metals and supply chain 
services for aerospace and commercial manufacturing 
applications

USA

TALISEN TECHNOLOGIES

Our flexible and scalable systems integrate PLM platforms to 
support supply chain interoperability and collaboration, 
digital requirements exchange, model-based systems 
engineering, and buy-package management.

USA
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TECHNIFAB INC.

Aerospace Products and Solutions - Design, Fabrication, and 
Assembly of custom high-performance closed cell foam 
products such as ECS ducting, Window Seals, Insulation, and 
Interior Components used in aircraft and space vehicle 
interiors. 

USA

TEXTREME (OXEON INC.)

TeXtreme® is a brand of uniquely adaptable, ultra-light 
weight spread tow tapes and fabrics produced from carbon 
and/or other fibers

USA

THURO METAL PRODUCTS, INC.

A contract manufacturer of custom-machined, precision 
Component parts and assemblies for the Aerospace/Defense, 
Automotive, and Industrial Equipment markets, 
specialization in the production of fittings for fuel and 
hydraulic systems. 

USA

TITANIUM INDUSTRIES INC

Titanium Industries provides quality products, at competitive 
prices, with the quickest deliveries. We have 14 worldwide 
locations and offer the largest selection of titanium bar, 
plate, sheet, pipe, tube and more

USA

TLG AEROSPACE LLC

Engineering services in aerodynamics, loads, flutter and 
structural design and stress analysis

USA

TUCANA SOLUTIONS (EX-TUCANA ENGINEERING)

Tucana Engineering is based in the Woodlands, Texas. We 
specialize in engineering services for aerospace. Stress, 
design, data integrity, testing, catia 5, and airport design 
including structures and pavement integrity testing

USA

TURBO MACHINED PRODUCTS LLC

Since 1993 we have specialized in 5-axis machining blades, 
vanes and impellers for aviation & power generation 
companies for new development and production machining

USA

U.S. COMMERCIAL SERVICE

Export assistance to US companies.

USA

ULBRICH STAINLESS STEELS & SPECIAL METALS INC

A global precision re-roller and distributor of stainless steel 
and special metals strip, foil, shaped wire, fine wire, sheet, 
plate and bar products for use in the medical, automotive, 
nuclear and aerospace industries. 

USA

UNITED PERFORMANCE METALS

A global distributor of high-performance metals serving 
customers in a variety of industries, including Aerospace, 
Fastener, Medical, Power Generation, Oil and Gas, 
Semiconductor and many others.

USA

WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

The Washington State Department of Commerce offers no-
cost international trade assistance to Washington companies.

USA
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WEST COAST INDUSTRIES

Manufacturer of tooling for the Aerospace industry: capital 
tooling, expendable tooling, positioning systems.

USA

WOODWARD INC

Woodward integrates leading-edge technologies into fuel, 
combustion, fluid, actuation, and electronic control systems 
for the aerospace and energy markets

USA

ZEROAVIA

Development and integration of carbon-neutral, zero 
emissions drivetrains for flight

USA

ZIMMERMANN INC.

Zimmermann is your reliable partner for aluminum, 
composite and hard metal milling solutions. Our gantry 
milling machines and horizontal machining centers are used 
for the machining of large complex parts common in the 
aerospace industry

USA
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